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Abstract—Background: Much effort has been expended in
exploring the connections between transcriptome, disease and
drug, based on the premise that drug induced perturbations in
the transcriptome will affect the phenotype and finally help to
cure a disease. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play a key role in the
regulation of the transcriptome and have been identified as a
key mediator in human disease and drug response. However,
even if miRNA expression can be precisely detected, the
information regarding miRNAs action on a particular part of
the transcriptome is still lacking. Here, we introduced a novel
concept, the Context-specific MiRNA activity (CoMi activity), to
reflect a miRNA’s regulation effect on a context specific gene set,
by calculating the statistical difference between the distributions
of its target gene expression and non-target gene expression. In
this study we investigate whether CoMi activity could provide a
novel perspective on miRNA mechanisms of action in disease
and drug response, and facilitate in silico drug screening.
Results: Using breast cancer as an example, we examined the
CoMi activity based on a Gene Ontology (GO) term as context.
Then we constructed a differential CoMi activity network
(cancer vs. normal), based on the comi activity represents as a
link between miRNAs and GO terms. (e.g. hsa-miR-27a’s
regulation on GO term “apoptosis”). The topological analysis of
the generated network demonstrated that the cancer specific
CoMi network is a scale free network. The highly connected
nodes highlighted a group of known onco-miRNAs (e.g. hsamiR-183*) and tumor suppressor miRNAs (e.g. hsa-miR-34a),
as well as some well-known cancer related GO biological
processes (e.g. apoptosis). Interestingly, we found that
chemotherapeutic drug treatment can counteract the disregulated CoMi activity in the cancer-specific network. For
instance, 100% of down-regulated CoMi activities in a “core”
breast cancer network contains apoptosis-related GO terms that
could be counteracted by Paclitaxel treatment.
To perform in silico drug screening, the similarity of a query
CoMi activity signature (e.g. differential CoMi activity in cancer
vs. normal) to each of the reference CoMi activities (converted
from reference mRNAs expression profiles in the Connectivity
Map) was assessed. We found that the most negatively
correlated compounds significantly overlapped with known
cancer drugs.
Conclusions: By defining a Stability Index for in silico drug
screening, we found CoMi activity signatures strikingly
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outperformed the traditional CMAP method or mRNA-based
signatures. Thus, the dynamic remodeling of context-specific
miRNAs regulation network could reveal the hidden miRNAs
that act as key mediators of drug action and facilitate in silico
cancer drug screening.
Keywords: Specific-context MiRNA activity; miRNA;in silico
drug screening; network biology; network pharmacology

I.

BACKGROUND
0B

Gene-expression profiling has historically been applied
in specific settings to connect human diseases with the drugs
that treat them. For example, the Connectivity Map (CMAP)
[1, 2] project set out to create a reference collection of geneexpression profiles from cultured human cells treated with
bioactive small molecules. The similarity of a query signature
(e.g. differential expressed gene set in cancer vs. normal) to
each of the reference expression profiles in the data set was
then assessed and the most negatively correlated drugs might
represent potential new therapeutics. The CMAP can be
considered as a conceptual framework of an in silico drug
screening tool: given the query signature for a disease state
(e.g. cancer vs. normal) and the CMAP reference data set,
identifying the compounds that have the most negative
correlation provides a candidate set of potential therapeutics.
By applying the CMAP method, several novel agents have
been discovered and characterized [3-5] .
Considering the important role microRNAs play in
defining cancer related phenotypes, in silico drug screening
based on miRNAs regulation features might be a useful
approach [6-12]. Previously our group constructed a
prognosis-guided synergistic gene-gene interaction network,
and demonstrated its application as an efficient in silico tool
for pre-clinical drug prioritization and rational design of
combinatorial therapies [13]. An interesting discovery was
that microRNAs play an important role in the network, yet
how miRNAs regulation features connect a disease state with
drugs is largely unknown.
Zhuhai, China, September 2–4, 2011

Here we propose that miRNAs regulation on various
parts of the transcriptome might provide a novel viewpoint to
connect the disease state with the drugs that treat them, and
facilitate in silico drug screening. We introduce a novel
concept, the Context-specific MiRNA activity (CoMi
activity), to reflect a miRNA’s regulation effect on a contextspecific gene set by calculating the statistical difference
between the distributions of its target gene expression and
non-target gene expression. The “specific context” can be
defined from different perspectives, such as pathway
information, protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks [14,
15] and Gene Ontology [16]. A set of genes with “specific
context” is marked with a specific biological function
background, and may share a common regulation mechanism.

After building the GO term gene set database and the
miRNA target gene set database, we paired each GO term and
each miRNA target gene set to construct a CoMi activity
probe by calculating the intersection of miRNA’s target gene
set and GO term gene set, and then collected all the significant
probes to form a pool (Fig1.b).
Next, we performed a “CoMi activity calculation” to
translate the gene expression pattern into the CoMi activity
pattern (Fig1.d). In the process we mapped a specific CoMi
activity probe to a gene expression fold-change pattern. When
the statistical gene expression variation of miRNA target
genes is significantly lower than the non-target genes, the
CoMi activity is considered as up-regulated. Conversely, the
CoMi activity is considered as down-regulated when nontarget gene expression variation is significantly lower than
target genes.

In this paper, we first construct a differential CoMi
activity network for breast cancer (cancer vs. normal), then
analyze the topology structure and the highly connected
miRNAs and GO terms. The perturbation pattern of
therapeutic drugs on this network was then investigated.
Finally we evaluate the performance of the CoMi-based in
silico drug screening method by comparing with mRNAsbased methods.
II.

Using this “CoMi activity calculation”, we translated a
cancer specific gene expression fold-change pattern into a
corresponding CoMi activity pattern. Thus the constructed
CoMi activity network is representative of the specific cancer
(Fig 1.e). In the same way, we transferred the drug library of
gene expression fold-change patterns into a library of CoMi
activity patterns (Fig 1.f).
From the cancer-specific CoMi activity pattern, we chose
the most significant CoMi activities, and took the top k upregulated and bottom k down-regulated CoMi activities as the
query signature. We then performed a similarity search in the
drug library of CoMi activity patterns that was created earlier
based on Spearman correlation, and each instance in the
library was given a Potential Efficacy Score (PES) according
to the correlation (see Method).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1B

A. CoMi activity
The definition and calculation of CoMi activity is similar
to our paper “Xionghui Zhou et al. Context-specific miRNA
regulation network predicts cancer prognosis” (Also
submitted to this conference). Briefly, gene sets defined by
Gene Ontology Terms (Gene Ontology Biological Process GOBP, Gene Ontology cellular component - GOCC) were
used to define “context”. For each miRNA, we gained target
information from online databases [17], to form a miRNA
target gene set. To measure a miRNA’s CoMi activity on a
specific GO term, we separated its target genes and nontarget genes from the GO term, and calculated the statistical
variation difference between target genes and non-target
genes. Through the combination of GO term gene sets and
the miRNA target gene sets, we abstract a virtual probe –a
“CoMi activity probe” – to test the miRNA regulation effect
on the transcriptome (Fig 1.b).
6B

Finally, we ranked the instances in the drug library
according to their PESs (Fig 1.h).
C. Breast cancer CoMi activity network
By compiling differential CoMi activities for breast
cancer (cancer vs. normal), a CoMi activity network was
generated. Each CoMi activity is virtualized as an edge from a
miRNA node to a node representing a specific GO term. Since
a certain miRNA could have several CoMi activities, it means
that this miRNA could affect several biological transcription
activities according to GO terms. Conversely, a set of genes
within the same GO term could be affected by several
miRNAs. In this way, the CoMi activity pattern is virtualized
as a network connected by GO terms and miRNAs.
8B

B. In silico drug screening framework
Based on the CoMi activity concept, we developed a
computational framework to construct the CoMi activity
network, and search for specific cancer treatment drugs (Fig
1).
7B

We first investigated the topology of the CoMi activity
network. Both the in-degree (GO term) and the out-degree
(miRNA) of the network fit a power low distribution (data not
shown), suggesting that the CoMi network is a typical scale
free network.

First, a disease-specific differential gene expression
pattern was generated by a fold-change calculation or T-test
for query (Fig1.a). At the same time, we characterized each
drug perturbation profile in the similar way (drug perturbation
vs. control), and constructed a library of drug induced
differential gene expression patterns (fold-change here)
(Fig1.c).
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We list several highly connected hubs in Table1. The
highly connected GO term nodes in the network show close
association with cancer, for example, “apoptosis”, “regulation
of apoptosis”, “signal transduction” and “transport” (Fig 2).
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At the same time, a few highly connected miRNA hubs in
the network are also associated with breast cancer (hsa-miR183*, hsa-miR-34a and hsa-miR-27a) (Fig 3). Interestingly,
the miRNAs-GO term combination is highly relevant with the
reported mechanism of miRNAs. For example, it was found
that hsa-miR-183 could interact with βTrCP1 which is an
important gene in signal transduction and the cell cycle
[18] .It has been also found that hsa-miR-183 could regulate
Ezrin expression in cancer, which is an important gene in the
cytoskeleton [19]. Our network clearly shows that hsa-miR183*, the complementary strand of hsa-miR-183 (which is
often cleaved as a miRNA duplex that is loaded onto RISC),
is associated with breast cancer via several GO terms include
“signal transduction”, “cell cycle” and “cytoskeleton”.
Another highly connected miRNA, hsa-miR-34a, is also
highlighted. As an important tumor suppressor miRNA, hsamiR-34a was found to associate with various types of cancer
[20]. One of the reported target genes is E2F3, which is
involved in “regulations of transcription, DNA-dependent”
[21]. These results suggest that the CoMi activity network
could not only reveal the key phenotype specific miRNAs and
biological processes, but also reveal the miRNA mechanism
of action.

treatment, its activities on “apoptosis” and “metabolic process”
were up-regulated. This is in line with the evidence that the
hsa-miR-125b was over-expressed in Paclitaxel treatment on
Taxol-resistant cells [24]. As shown in Figure 5, 80% of the
down-regulated CoMi activities in the “apoptosis” subnetwork
was up-regulated by Paclitaxel treatment (all 16 green links
change to red links, 5 red links change to green links). This
example highlights how we can use this technique as a bridge
between cancer and drug with the remodeling of the CoMi
activity network.
E. Performance of in silico drug screening based on CoMi
network
We next designed a test bed to evaluate the performance
of our method. First of all, we built a drug CoMi activity
pattern library. The library contains 103 instances, 19 of these
instances come from 4 known drugs that are specific to breast
cancer treatment. Starting from a breast cancer gene
expression fold-change pattern, we obtained a corresponding
CoMi activity pattern. Then we chose the most significant
CoMi activities (see Method), and selected the top k upregulated and bottom k down-regulated CoMi activities in the
pattern to create a query signature, and performed a similarity
search in the drug CoMi activity pattern library. We then
investigated whether the framework could recognize breast
cancer specific drugs by awarding them a high rank.
10B

D. CoMi activity network perturbed by therapeutic Drug
In the generated breast cancer specific CoMi activity
network (Fig 2), we selected a “core” subnetwork that
includes highly related GO terms including “anti-apoptosis”,
“regulation of apoptosis” and “positive regulation of cell
proliferation”. As shown in Figure 4, most of the CoMi
activities in this subnetwork are down-regulated (14 green
links vs. 1 red links). We next investigated the perturbation
pattern of the first line chemotherapy drug Paclitaxel on this
“core” subnetwork. As shown in Figure 4, 100% of the
down-regulated CoMi activities in the “core” subnetwork was
up-regulated by Paclitaxel treatment (all 14 green links
change to red links). Especially, all the CoMi activity of hasmiR-27a and hsa-miR-27b are perturbed by Paclitaxel which
suggests a pivotal role for has-miR-27a/b. It is reported that
hsa-miR-27a is a typical oncogenic miRNA that could
regulate ZBTB10/RINZF, an Sp1 repressor, and
RYBP/DEDAF, an apoptotic facilitator, in breast cancer cells
[22]. It makes sense that hsa-miR-27a’s target genes were upregulated compared to the other genes in response to the
breast cancer induced down-regulation of hsa-miR-27a. In
treatment with Paclitaxel, hsa-miR-27a is induced to be upregulated, which causes the target genes (involved in “antiapoptosis” and “positive regulation of cell proliferation”) to
be down-regulated. Thus apoptosis is up-regulated and the
cancer is inhibited by Paclitaxel.
9B

The correlation (similarity) calculation is adapted from
standard Connectivity Map query [2]. In CMAP, an up-tag
(over-expressed gene set) and down-tag (under-expressed
gene set) is generated by selecting a top/down k gene in the
ranked gene expression fold-change. Then the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov (KS) score is calculated [25] . In the above
procedures, the parameter k is a critical factor affecting the
performance of in silico drug screening. Previous studies
demonstrated that different selection of up-tags/down-tags
may generate diverse and even conflicting outcomes [26].
Thus we also defined a “Stability Index” (SI), to represent the
ratio of good results in the entire result set according to
different parameter options, to assess the performance of drug
screening methods (see Methods).
We tested 3 different miRNAs target data sources:
miRanda,
ExprtargetDB
and
TargetScan&RNA22.
ExprtargetDB achieved the highest SI. When the permutation
p-value cutoff was set to 0.05, the SI reached 0.9406. When
the permutation p-value cutoff was set to 0.1, the SI of another
data source, TargetScan&RNA22, also reached 0.8689 (Fig 6).
Thus our method is robust regardless of the miRNAs target
gene data source.

We present another example, hsa-miR-125b, to illustrate
the action of drug on CoMi activity network. Hsa-miR-125b
was reported to be significantly deregulated in breast cancer
tissues [12, 23]. As shown in Figure 5, hsa-miR-125b’s
activities on “apoptosis” and “metabolic process” were downregulated in breast cancer. Interestingly, after Paclitaxel
2011 IEEE International Conference on Systems Biology (ISB)
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F. Comparison with traditional CMAP drug screening
Our proposed method is based on the CoMi activity
pattern: the query pattern and the reference drug library
pattern are both CoMi activity patterns (we call this method
the “CoMi-based method”). For comparison, we also
conducted drug screening based on the gene expression
1B
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pattern: the query pattern and the reference drug library
pattern (we call this method the “Gene-based method”).

13B

As described above, we use Spearman correlation analysis
to conduct the similarity search. In the initial form of the
CMAP method, the KS test was employed to conduct the
similarity search (between the query cancer differential gene
expression and the drug induced gene expression fold-change).
Thus we also include the original CMAP method for
comparison. (In the following discussion, we call this method
the “CMAP method”)
As shown in Figure 7, when the permutation p-value
cutoff is set to 0.05, the CoMi-based method achieves an SI of
0.9406, while the Gene-based method only achieves 0.3810
and CMAP only achieves an SI of 0.0004. When the
permutation p-value cutoff is set to 0.1, the CoMi-based
method achieves an SI of 0.9525, for the Gene-based method
SI achieves at 0.4925, and for CMAP SI achieves 0.0051. The
low stability index of the original CMAP method suggests
that CMAP is very sensitive to the selection of up-tags/downtags [26].

We perform the T-test on gene expression fold-change
value. It is important to notice that, the T-test to calculate the
CoMi activity here is different from the calculation in our
paper “Xionghui Zhou et al. Context-specific miRNA
regulation network predicts cancer prognosis”, which perform
T-test on gene expression value. Based on the calculation
from the gene expression fold-change value in our paper, the
CoMi activity is denoted for differential miRNA activity
changes in different conditions (e.g. cancer vs. normal, or
drug perturbation vs. control).

We derived a drug-list result generated from the instancelist result using KS test, in the same way as CMAP online
service [27]. In Table 2, a drug list of CoMi activity-based
method and a drug list of CMAP method are shown
respectively. It suggests that CoMi-based method could
provide better performance than CMAP method in identifying
breast cancer treatment drugs.
III.

C. Similarity calculation between drug induced CoMi
activity pattern and cancer-specific CoMi activity pattern
We propose a similarity calculation method in the
following steps based on Spearman correlation.
14B

Step 1: After finishing the CoMi activity calculation for
all the CoMi activity probes, we selected the most significant
CoMi activities (p-value < 0.05) and constructed a cancer
specific CoMi activity pattern.

METHOD
2B

A. Data source
Query data: The gene expression data of breast cancer vs.
normal was downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GSE15852 [28]), with 43 breast carcinomas tissues and 43
patient-matched normal breast tissues.
12B

Step 2: From the cancer specific CoMi activity pattern, we
chose the top k up-regulated CoMi activities to generate the
up-tag, and chose the bottom k down-regulated CoMi
activities for the down-tag as well. By combining the up-tag
and the down-tag, the query signature was generated.

Reference data: We selected 17 FDA approved oncology
cancer drugs [29], including 4 breast cancer drugs: Paclitaxel
[30-32], Tamoxifen [33], Vinblastine [34] and Mitoxantrone
[35]. The drug induced gene expression data in the reference
library was downloaded from Connectivity Map (build 02)
[27].

Step 3: For each instance in the drug CoMi activity pattern
library, the reference signature was chosen according to the
query signature in Step 2,
Step 4: The Spearman correlation was performed between
the query signature and each instance of reference signature in
the drug CoMi activity pattern library. For each candidate
instance, we could generate a Potential Efficacy Score (PES)
based on the correlation between the query signature and each
instance of the reference signature (the most negatively
correlated instance is best).

MiRNAs target gene information was collected from 3
sources:
(1) ExprtargetDB, an integrated database combining
miRanda, PicTar and TargetScan [17];
(2) miRanda (miRBase Targets Release Version v5) [10,
36, 37];

For performance comparison, we also implemented the
KS test for the similarity calculation method, which was
performed in CMAP [2]. In brief, in the CMAP method, the
KS test method was used to query the input feature. For each
query, differentially expressed genes are partitioned as up- or
down-regulated signatures. KS scores for both up and down-

(3) Targetscan and RNA22 [38, 39]. In this paper, we use
the union of these two sources, since our previous result
demonstrates this appears to represent a more comprehensive
set of miRNA target predictions [29].
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B. CoMi activity calculation
In this paper, we calculated CoMi activity by T-test
statistics, in order to evaluate the statistical variation
difference between target genes expression fold-change and
the non-target genes. The basic idea is to represent how
significantly the miRNA can down-regulate its target genes by
comparing the gene expression variation distribution of
miRNA target genes with non target genes [25, 40].
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regulated signature were calculated by applying the KS test
respectively.
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Figure 1. Work flow of the framework. (a) A disease specific gene expression pattern generated for the query data (cancer vs. normal); (b) Formation of
CoMi activity probe pool. (c) Drug library of drug induced gene expression fold-change pattern. (d) CoMi activity calculation to transfer the gene expression
pattern to CoMi activty pattern. (e) Cancer specific CoMi activity pattern. This can also be used to form a cancer specific CoMi-activity network. A parameter k
was specified to generate the query signature. (f) Drug library of CoMi activity pattern. (g) Similarity search is performed based on Spearman correlation
analysis, each instance in the library is assigned a Potential Efficacy Score (PES) . (h) Cancer specific ranked drug list generated according to PES.
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Figure 2. Breast cancer CoMi activity network sorted by the in-degree of the GO terms. Here shows four examples of GO term nodes

Figure 3. Breast cancer CoMi network sorted by miRNA’s node degree. Here shows three examples of miRNA nodes.
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Figure 4. Comparison between a “core” breast cancer CoMi activity subnetwork and corresponding Paclitaxel-induced subnetwork. The subnetwork
includes highly related GO terms including “anti-apoptosis”, “regulation of apoptosis” and “positive regulation of cell proliferation”

Figure 5. Comparison between a “core” breast cancer CoMi activity subnetwork and corresponding Paclitaxel-induced subnetwork. The subnetwork
includes highly related GO terms including “apoptosis” and “metabolic process”
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Figure 6. Performances comparison of different miRNA target databases (miRanda, ExprtargetDB and Targetscan&RNA22).

Figure 7. Performances comparison of (i) CMAP method, (ii) mRNA-based method and (iii) CoMi activity –based method.
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Table 1 Degree of nodes in Breast cancer specific CoMi activity network

Degree
GO term node
26
signal transduction

Degree
7

miRNA node
hsa-mir-183*

25

Transport

6

hsa-miR-34a

24

Apoptosis

6

hsa-miR-103

21

protein amino acid phosphorylation

6

hsa-miR-339-3p

20

extracellular region

5

hsa-miR-892b

20

cell cycle

5

hsa-miR-216b

11

regulation of apoptosis

3

hsa-miR-27a

Table 2 Comparison between drug list of CoMi activity-based method and drug list of CMAP method

Drug list of CoMi activity-based method
Rank

Drug

KS Score

1

mercaptopurine

0.9417

2

mitoxantrone

3

Drug list of CMAP method
Drug

KS Score

1

decitabine

0.6893

0.6214

2

lomustine

0.4587

vinblastine

0.5825

3

tamoxifen

0.4397

4

daunorubicin

0.5073

4

procarbazine

0.4369

5

doxorubicin

0.4563

5

chlorambucil

0.4223

6

lomustine

0.4029

6

mitoxantrone

0.3883

7

tamoxifen

0.3329

7

paclitaxel

0.3576

8

paclitaxel

0.2427

8

etoposide

0.2646

9

sirolimus

-0.2058

9

sirolimus

0.1534

10

azacitidine

-0.2524

10

daunorubicin

-0.3811

11

methotrexate

-0.2755

11

tetrandrine

-0.4393

12

etoposide

-0.3107

12

methotrexate

-0.4660

13

hycanthone

-0.3131

13

vinblastine

-0.4919

14

tetrandrine

-0.3204

14

hycanthone

-0.4951

15

chlorambucil

-0.3981

15

doxorubicin

-0.5146

16

procarbazine

-0.5696

16

azacitidine

-0.5728

17

decitabine

-0.8835

17

mercaptopurine

-0.9417
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